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The Next Level
3. Transfers

(iii) When Transfers operate

As with Stayman, use Transfers
when partner has opened 1NT, 2NT
or opened 2♣ and (over 2♦) rebid
2NT. You can also use it after partner
bids 1NT as an overcall. However,
Transfers are off if an opponent dou-
bles or bids over partner’s 1NT.

Transfer bidding enables better
communication than natural
bidding. Take the auction 1NT -
2♦ (transfer to hearts) - 2♥ - 3♣

(game forcing with five hearts and
four or more clubs). What should
the 1NT opener bid now with
these?

With the first, bid 3NT — well
stopped in both unbid suits. 

With the second, the best bid is
3♦. This denies a heart fit and
shows good diamonds, relative to
spades. In effect, you are saying,
“Partner, if you are 3♠5♥1♦4♣,
we want to play 3NT. But if you
are 1♠5♥3♦4♣, our spades will
be too weak for 3NT and we’ll
have to try an alternative game eg
a 5-2 fit 4♥.” All very sophisticated
— and subtlety that would be
impossible without Transfers.

With the third, raise to 4♣ ,
showing your fine support. Note,
3NT is unlikely to be the right con-
tract, given partner has at most
four cards between spades and dia-
monds.

Moving to responder’s next bid,
say the bidding has gone 1NT-2♦-

2♥-3♣-4♣. What should he do
now with these?

With the first, raise to 5♣ —
nothing more to say. With the
second, bid 4♥ to suggest a 5-2 fit
at the four-level. With the third,
pot 6♣. If partner holds the third
example 1NT hand across, you’ve
reached the top spot in each case.

Trick one goes ♠J, ♠Q, ♠K,
♠A and declarer cashes ♣AQ,
West discarding. Necessarily leav-
ing East’s last trump out, declarer
crosses to ♥K, back to ♥A and
ruffs ♥5 (catering to the 4-2 split).
He returns to ♣10, cashes ♥Q6,
discarding ♠82, ruffs ♠5 and
forces out ♦A. Slam made.
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1NT Pass
2♦(1) Pass 2♥ Pass
3♣(2) Pass 4♣ Pass
6♣(3) End

(1) Transfer to hearts.
(2) Game forcing with five hearts and four
(or more) clubs.
(3) Taking a small chance on the diamonds,
given the 30-32 combined points with a
good fit.
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♠K964
♥94
♦A1063
♣654

♠Q82
♥K3
♦K42
♣KJ973

♠A5
♥AQ652
♦Q5
♣AQ108

♠J1073
♥J1087
♦J987
♣3♠KJ92

♥72
♦QJ82
♣AJ2

♠9643
♥Q2
♦KQJ8
♣A62

♠Q82
♥K3
♦K42
♣KJ972

Dealer: North

Vul: Neither

♠4
♥AJ652
♦Q3
♣AQ543

♠96
♥AQJ97
♦Q3
♣AQ63

♠4
♥AQ642
♦A5
♣AQ654


